Using a geometric model for the study of the structure of hadrons, we study baryons having one, two and three heavy quarks. The study reveals diquark structure in baryons with one and two heavy quarks but not with three heavy identical quarks.
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The study of the heavy quark systems [1] is an important issue in particle physics. It has even become more so in the recent years [2] as several existing and planned machines are expected to produce a barrage of experimental information in the near future. The field has received a boost from the so called Heavy Quark Effective Theory [3, 4, 5] . An interesting property which arises in this theory is the existence of the diquark structure for two heavy quarks (QQ) in a baryon consisting of QQq, (where q is for a light quark) [6, 7] . Now the study of diquark is almost as old as that of the quarks. Existance or nonexistance of diquark structure in baryons with (i), (ii) qqQ, (iii) qQQ, (iv) QQQ has been a problem of much interest [8, 9] and has recently been reviewed [10] . Most studies have been done within the framework of potential models, bag models and string models [10] . The cases (i),
(ii) and (iii) have been well studied but not the case (iv). In our study in addition to the study of the cases (i), (ii), (iii) we shall do case (iv) as well.
However the information extracted as to the diquark structures obtained by different people are often in direct conflict with each other. Some consensus has been achieved but there is much confusion. The situation can be best summerised by quoting the statement of the "five" authors of the review article [10] ".....sometimes we do not agree among ourselves about the nature of diquarks".
Our aim in this paper is to study this important dual problem of the heavy quarks and of the diquark structure in baryon within a framework which is complementary to the potential models and the bag models pictures. This is a geometric model made use of recently [11, 12] in the context of light baryons.
In fact a diquark structure was obtained therein [12] . This view complements and supports the view that the nucleon is deformed in the ground state. This was obtained within the configuration mixed wave function picture in a quark potential model [13] .
In the geometric model of hadrons quarks sit at different positions in a collective picture [11, 12] . All the excited states of hadrons are obtained by rotations and vibrations of quarks in a collective mode. For simplicity, we will be considering only the rotational excitations. The total wave function of baryons is given by
where ψ c , ψ sf and ψ r stands for the wave function corresponding to color, spin-flavor and the geometric degrees of freedom respectively. From the antisymetrisation of the color state, the product of the wave function ψ sf ⊗ ψ r has to be totally symmetric.
To understand the geometric structure of baryons, we are considering the three possible geometrical arrangements of quarks as in Fig. 1 . Here general case (a) : two quarks are seperated by a distance r 2 , while the third quark is at a distance r 1 from the center of mass of the first two quarks.
case (b) : r 2 = 0 ; i.e. two quarks are at the same place while the third one is separated. case (c) : general case (a) :
As we are considering baryons with a heavy flavour ( charm) the corresponding spin flavor group symmetry is SU sf (8) . The group SU sf (8) is broken in the following chain of subalgebras
The decomposition of the relevant representations of SU sf (8) into
The quantum numbers of the baryons N, ∆, Λ c , Σ c , Ξ cc , Ω ccc under SU sf (8) group symmetry are given in Table I . Fig. 2 is the schematic diagram drawn on the basis of table 2 in ref [12] . This shows the variation of levels with a change in the shape of the baryons (as stated in the cases ((b),(c),
Here L is the orbital angular momentum and K is the projection of the orbital angular momentum on the body fixed axis with
slightly modified version of the one by Halse [12] .
Note that the spectrum generating algebra chain in equation (3) implies that the symmetry is broken diagonally. ( It is because of this, that the fact that the c-quark is much heavier than the u-, d-, and s-quarks is not expected to effect our analysis ). This means that the energy levels may depend on the eigen value of the Casimir operators of the group chain. Hence the SU(8) mass formula is
whereĈ 2 is the eigenvalue of the Casimir operator for different representation, C is charm quantum number, s is spin value, I is isospin, and a, b, c, d, e, f , α , β are parameters. The term αL and βK in the mass formula comes from the rotation of the system. The operators are defined in such a way that for the ground state of Λ c all the terms except M 2 0 vanish. The justification for using the linear term in L in the above formula arises from the fact that our model is intrinsically related to the stringlike bag model (as evident from Fig. 1 ). This has also been pointed out in ref. [11] .
We treat Kalman and Tran's result [14] on the heavy quark baryons as a good representative sample of the theoretical studies in this area. In addition these results are published in a great detail making them suitable as a point of reference. We will treat these numbers as "experimental numbers". Note that we do not consider Ξ c , Ω c , Ω cc etc. as the corresponding data does not exist. We do not expect much changes in our basic conclusions when the real experimental numbers become available. The available experimental data is from [15] .
For each baryons, we arrange the states in such a way that the energy will increase from lower excited states to higher excited states. Knowing the internal quantum numbers, spin-flavour symmetry of each baryon considered is given in Table I denote the difference in the number of boxes between the rows. i.e
, where λ i is the number of boxes in the i th row of the Y.D. Our approach for assignment of the states of baryons is that of Halse [12] where the mass formula is used as a guide for these assignments.
As an example, for Λ c : The low excited states of N, ∆, Λ c , Σ c , Ξ cc , Ω ccc have been given the assignment shown in Table II . The location of these particles as per our assignment is also indicated in Fig. 2 .
We find that the nucleon has the structure falling in between the case(b) and (c) ( Fig. 2.) . The position of ∆ is found to be slightly to the right of N (see Fig. 2.) . This is in contrast to what Halse [12] had obtained for N and ∆. This is because in his fit he was trying to include a single star state arisen whose presence makes the above difference. However still in aggrement with Halse [12] , we obtain a diquark structure in ∆.
For Λ c and Σ c we see that the order of the representations is such that it's geometric structure tends to move towards the case (b) ( Fig. 2. ). This indicates that for the one heavy quark baryon,the diquark structure exists ;
i.e. two light quarks (qq) can form a diquark in (qq-Q) while restoring the C 2v summetry. This is in agreement with the result of Lichtenberg [9] . In the case of Ξ cc baryons, there too is a diquark structure. So one can say 7 that in (QQ-q), the two heavy quarks come together to form a diquark. This view is in agreement with others [6, 7, 8, 10] . Here we see that though the diquark structure exists in both the baryons containing one and two heavy quarks, but the nature of the diquark in these two cases is different due to the C 2v symmetry considerations. We are considering only the low angular momentum states so the effect on the diquark structure due to higher angular momentum is not being looked into here.
The three heavy quark baryon Ω ccc shows the structure of that of the case(c) ( Fig. 2. ). This is quite reasonable as all the three quarks are equivalent. This is a new interesting result as it appears that not much work has been done by others in the three heavy quark case. So the conclusion of our model is that the diquark structure exists in one and two heavy quark baryons but not in the three identical heavy quark baryons.
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